**IDEA:** To help government make fact based policies so as to reach maximum number of people and combat maximum health concerns with effective planning backed by data-oriented approach. This would aim at achieving higher rate of prevention for the prevalent diseases and help in providing efficient treatment to improve health care.

**Brief Description:** The Hospitals, Government and the People are the active partners in this association.

**Hospitals:** The hospitals would provide the government with the data related to the following:

- Patient admitted with Disease(Disease Name & Disease code):
- Was the patient treated effectively at hospital and discharged (Yes or No)?
- If NO, what reason affected the patient treatment:
  - Patient inability to pay the medical bill
  - Hospital lacking in infrastructure for such diseases (Machines & other devices)
  - More specialists needed to treat such diseases
  - Could not be treated further.
- Patient’s personal info such as Location, Age, Gender etc (No details such Name or Contact details such as phone number and address are required).

This information can be made **mandatory** for each hospital to provide to the government in some time period on the same lines as they pay the tax to the government.

**Government:** Government can then use this data that is sent by the hospitals in various forms:

- Using the Report, The government can keep an eye on the rising diseases in an area on regular basis and in turn can implement its policies more effectively at regular intervals.
- The Report would also help the government understand the needs of the hospitals (Govt. and Private) such as upgrading with proper machines & other infrastructure which would have positive impact on future patient’s health. **(NOTE:** The infrastructure does not include beautification costs of hospitals)
- The government can also use this data to decide on the number of seats required to fill in various departments for admission in the medical colleges and produce/train team of doctors, nurses’ etc. to address the problem of shortage of doctors and specialists based on requirement.
- The Report would also help the government to contain the healthcare costs for the economically backward patients.

**People/Patients:** Receive good Health care with efficient governance based on the factual data.